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This paper presents a model for analyzing the effects of entry into a preferential trading

arrangement on the welfare of a small open economy, and reports results of its application to the case of

Chile's entry into NAFTA or MERCOSUR.  It has been known since the seminal work of Viner (1950)

that entry into a preferential trading arrangement (customs union or free trade area) has an ambiguous

effect on welfare.  The benefit obtained from entry into a preferential trading arrangement is an empirical

question that must be decided from the characteristics of the member countries and their trade patterns. 

Unfortunately, the concepts of trade creation and trade diversion that Viner used to describe the effects

of a customs union do not in general have direct interpretations as components of welfare measures

obtained from utility maximization.   Therefore, it is necessary to develop a measure of the effects of1

preferential tariff reductions that has a direct welfare interpretation.

The model presented in this paper consists of two components.  The first is an aggregation

procedure for creating aggregate import goods from data on trade volumes and tariff rates at the tariff

line level available in the SMART system.  This aggregation procedure is based on the assumption that

imports are separable from domestic production and consumption.  This approach is similar to that

adopted by Anderson and Neary (1991) and Anderson (1991), who develop index numbers for

summarizing the effects of a country's tariff structure.  In order to apply this approach to tariff reductions

that discriminate between countries, we extend these tariff indices by allowing for imperfect

substitutability between goods in the same tariff line classification that come from different countries. 

The aggregation procedure uses nested constant elasticity of substitution (CES) functions, which allows

for the substitutability between products from different countries (in the same category) to differ from

that of products in different categories.  This aggregation procedure yields two components: a measure of

the effect of preferential tariff cuts on the relative price of the composite imported goods and a measure

of the average tariff rate on the composite goods.   

The second component is a general equilibrium model of the domestic economy which uses the 
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changes in the composite import prices and average tariff rates from the CES aggregation to calculate the

effects of tariff changes on domestic activity levels, tariff revenue, and welfare.  This model is designed

to be sufficiently simple that it can be calculated on an EXCEL spreadsheet, and to be flexible enough to

allow application under differing degrees of availability of domestic data.  The spreadsheet model yields

an index of the effect of the preferential tariff reductions which is dependent on the assumptions made

regarding the domestic production structure. 

The structure of this model reflects the desire to combine information on tariffs and trade

volumes, which is available at a very fine levels of product classification, with data on domestic input

usage and consumption, which is available only at much more highly aggregated levels.  By assuming

separability between domestically produced goods (traded and non-traded) and imported goods in the

production functions and utility function, we are able to combine data from these two different sources

and obtain simple measures of the welfare effects of preferential tariff cuts.  Chile presents an interesting

example application of the model for several reasons.  First, the initial tariff structure in Chile is

essentially a uniform external tariff.  The literature on tariff reform (Hatta (1977), Corden (1984)) has

suggested that under certain conditions, welfare improvements can be obtained by either (i) a

proportional reduction in all tariffs or (ii) tariff changes that move in the direction of a uniform external

tariff (e.g. a reduction in the highest tariff rate and an increase in the lower tariff rate).  This raises

questions about the benefit  of entry into a preferential trading arrangement for Chile, since it results in a

movement away from a uniform external tariff.  Second, the availability of two alternative preferential

trading arrangements has the potential to provide insights about which types of preferential trading

arrangements would be most desirable. 

I.  Aggregation of Trade Data

In this section, we present a procedure for aggregating tariff line level data using nested CES

functions that is compatible with domestic data on consumption and input use.  The trade data consists of
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import values and base tariff rates for N tariff lines from H different source countries.   We will assume

imports from different countries are imperfect substitutes, and that the importing country is a small

country in world markets.  These assumptions ensure that a change in tariff policy, whether it applies to

all goods in a particular tariff line or only those from a particular source country, will have no effect on

the world prices of any of the imported goods.  The domestic production data is assumed to contain data

on imports in  I  product categories, which are used as intermediate inputs in domestic production and/orM

as consumption goods.  The problem is to aggregate the NxH import values to I composite importedM

goods.

The aggregation problem for a particular product category i is illustrated in Figure 1.  The nodes

at the top (denoted by a I) of the Figure represent the value of imports in industry i, denoted M , that arei

utilized as intermediate inputs or consumption goods in industry i in the domestic data.  The entries at the

bottom of the Figure correspond to the trade data, which is the value of imports by tariff line and source

country.  We will develop a quantity index, Z , and a price index, � , for each sector i such that Z� = M . i i i i i

In addition, we will obtain an index of the average tariff rate, t  , such that tariff revenue for each sector ii

is t Z .  The effect of tariff policy changes on � and t will then be utilized  in the general equilibriumi i i i

model to calculate the effect on domestic output, employment, and welfare.  

Nested CES aggregation is used to allow for different degrees of substitution within product

categories than between product categories.  First, we allow for the possibility that goods in the same

industry group have a different degree of substitutability for each other than for goods in another industry

group.  In the example illustrated in Figure 1, this is done by dividing each of the industry groups into Ji

subgroups.  Each tariff line is then classified into an industry and a sub-industry.  This results in each

tariff line being identified by a triple {i,j,k}, where i is an indicator of the industry to which it belongs, j

is an indicator of the sub-industry to which it belongs, and k is an indicator of the tariff line within the

sub-industry.   Second, we allow for the possibility of different degrees of substitutability between goods
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from different country groups.  For example, we can let goods from high income countries  be better

substitutes for each other than for imports from low income countries in the same product category.  This

is accomplished by dividing countries into groups, and assigning each source country to a country group. 

Each country will thus be identified by a pair {l,m}, where l is an indicator of the country group to which

it belongs and m is an indicator of the country within the country group.  

The trade data on import values from a particular source country in a particular tariff line are

denoted by M at the bottom of Figure 1, where the {ijk} subscripts identify the tariff line and the {lm}ijklm

subscripts identify the source country.   The tariff rates imposed on imports from that product category

and country can similarly be identified by t .  The aggregation proceeds by first aggregating overijklm

imports within a particular country group, as indicated by node IV in Figure 1.  The trade value

 represents the value of imports from country group l in tariff line {i,j,k}, with �ijkl

the price index for this group and Z  the quantity index.  The data on imports from country groups atijkl

node IV is then aggregated over the groups within the tariff line to yield a price index � and quantityijk

index Z for the tariff line (at node III ).  The tariff lines within each sub-industry are then aggregated toijk

yield indices for the sub-industry (node II), and the sub-industry indices are aggregated to obtain the

industry aggregate at node I. 

The aggregation structure is quite flexible, and can be extended to allow for any number of levels

of industry and/or country groups.  The application to Chile considered in this section provides an

example of how the aggregation can be carried out.  The trade volume data from Chile consist of 1011

tariff lines at the 4-digit (CCCN) level for the year 1986.  This trade data had to be aggregated to 41

different product categories, which represented the industries for which import usage data were available

in the input-output table of the Chilean economy for 1986.   The aggregation first accomplished by2
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dividing these 41 industries into sub-industries using SITC classifications, leading to a total of 113 sub

industries (corresponding to the number of nodes at level II in Figure 1).  Each of the tariff lines (nodes at

level III ) was then assigned to a subindustry using an CCCN/ SITC concordance.  To allow differing

degrees of substitutability between different types of countries, the source countries were divided into

three groups: OECD countries, Latin American countries, and the rest of the world.  There were thus a

total of 3,033 nodes at level IV in Figure 1, resulting from 3 country groups for each of the tariff lines.

At each node, a CES aggregator is used to derive a quantity and price index from the price and

quantity indices at the lower level nodes.  For example, let A denote a representative node and let A  bei

the nodes that are connected to A at the next lower level of aggregation.  We want to develop an

aggregate index for node A, Z   from the indices calculated at the lower level nodes.  TheA

aggregate quantity at node A will be 

(1)

where � � [0,�) is the elasticity of substitution between imports from the different inputs to node.   TheA
3

parameters  are included to allow for the possibi

lity of quality differences between goods from different input sources.    The corresponding price index

for goods at node A will be 

     (2)
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where is the price index of goods from the component groups that make up the aggregate at node

A.  

This aggregation structure implies that the share of total expenditure on imports at node A that come

from category Ai will be 

              (3)

Equations (1)-(3) summarize the quantity, price, and expenditure share at a representative node.  

In practice, data on the value of trade in each category is normally available but data on the

quantities of imports are unavailable or unreliable.  This means that it will not be possible to separately

identify the  parameters from the data.  Therefore, there is no loss of generality in normalizing

prices of all imports to 1 in the initial situation.   Under the assumption that the country in question is

small and that goods from different source countries are imperfect substitutes, the domestic price of the

imported goods in the tariff line data will be  (1+�  ) q , where q  is the exogenously given0 * *
i jklm ijklm ijklm

foreign price of goods in the tariff line with index ijk from the country whose index is lm and � is the0
i jklm

ad valorem tariff imposed in the initial situation.  The normalization of domestic prices to 1 in the initial

situation is thus a normalization of world prices to 1/(1+� ) in the initial situation.  Assuming that0
i jklm

prices in the rest of the world remain unchanged, the new domestic price will be � = (1+� )/ijklm i jklm
1

(1+� ), where � is the new tariff rate .0 1
i jklm i jklm

Under this normalization, = 1 for all nodes A and sub-indices i in the initial situation and
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the  parameters can be derived from the expenditure shares in the initial situation (denoted by a 0

superscript) to be .  From (2), the price index for the effect of the tariff change at

node A will be 

(4)

Note that for �  = 0, (4) becomes a simple weighted average of the price changes within the category,A

where the weights are equal to the shares of the value of trade of the respective products within the

category.     

The aggregation procedure thus consists of calculating the price index (4) at each of the nodes

for a particular change in the tariff structure.  Note that if the tariff cut were a uniform cut such that 

(1+� ) =  � (1+� ) for all i,j,k,l, and m, then � = �.  Thus, �   can be interpreted as indicating the1 0
i jklm i jklm i i

uniform tariff cut in category i that would have the same effect on import prices as the tariff policy

change being considered.   Note also that  ln  �   will be an approximation of the percentage change ini

import prices in industry i resulting from this uniform tariff cut.    

A.  Trade Shares and Average Tariff Rates

Once the effects of tariff cuts on the price indices have been calculated, the price indices can be

used to calculate the effect of the tariff changes on the trade shares in the product categories and on tariff

revenue.  Using (3), the share of imports in product category  A coming from the subcategory with index

i will be
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(5)

When the elasticity of substitution is greater (less) than one, the expenditure on imports in a particular

sub-category  as a share of imports in the total category will rise (fall) if the price of imports in that

category falls relative to the price of goods in the category as a whole.  

Now consider the effect of the change in tariff structure on tariff revenue.  Under the

normalization we have adopted, each unit of good {ijklm} imported yields tariff revenue of

.  We can then derive the tariff revenue collected from a unit of

expenditure at node A, denoted t , to be the weighted average of tariff revenues of the components A ,A i

where the weights are the respective trade shares.

(6)

Similar calculations can be performed at each node in Figure 1 to yield the tariff revenue generated by an

additional unit of expenditure at that node.  

Starting from an initial tariff structure for industry i as summarized by  t , the pair (� ,t ) capturesi i i
0 1

the effect of the change in the tariff structure on imports in industry i.  This means that any two changes

in the tariff structure that yielded the same values (� ,t ) would have the same effect on composite importi i
1

prices and tariff revenue from the composite goods in industry i.  

B. An Application to Chile

In this section we illustrate the calculation of the import price indices to capture the effects on

relative prices in Chile of eliminating tariffs on MERCOSUR and NAFTA countries.  Table 1 reports the
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calculations of the impacts for the 15 largest import sectors (out of the total of 41 sectors calculated) as

well as the trade-weighted average over all 41 sectors.  Column 1 reports the shares of the respective

industries in total imports in 1986.  These trade shares indicate that Chile's imports were concentrated in

manufactured goods, particularly capital-intensive or R&D intensive sectors.  Imports from 5 of these

industries  (chemicals, electrical machinery, transportation equipment and basic metals) account for 55%

of imports.  Column 2 shows that the tariff structure rates prior to entry into preferential arrangements,

denoted BASE rate, was virtually a uniform tariff of 11%.  Column 3 shows the tariff rate by import

category, NEW rate, calculated using a simple trade-weighted average of all goods in each of the product

categories.   Table 1 shows that reducing tariffs on MERCOSUR members has a relatively small effect

on the overall average tariff rate over all imports, which falls from 11% to 9.4%.  Entry into

MERCOSUR has a significant impact on the average tariff rate in 8 of the individual product categories,

where the tariff rates fall to below 10%.   The significant cuts occur primarily in industries associated

with agricultural production (meat, leather, tobacco, sugar) and simple manufacturing processes

associated with agriculture (leather, oils and fats, and processed vegetables).  However, these products

represent a relatively small volume of Chile's trade, with none making the list of the 15 largest sectors. 

Therefore, the overall effect on the average is quite small.  Column 4 converts the tariff cut into a

percentage reduction in the price of imports, using the formula ln(1+BASE)-ln (1+NEW).  This tariff cut

averages about 1.4% for MERCOSUR, compared with a cut of 10.4% (i.e. ln (1.11)) if the tariff rate had

been cut to 0 on all imports.

Columns 5 and 6 present calculations of the price index under two alternative assumptions

regarding the elasticity of substitution.  For column 6, referred to as the high elasticity assumption, it was

assumed that �   = .9, �   = 2, �   = 16, and �   = 32 for all i, j ,k , l.  The value of 16 for the countryi ij ijk ijkl

group level was obtained by taking the average of elasticities estimated by Grossman (1982) between

developed country (DC) and less developed country (LDC) imports in the US.  The remaining elasticities
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were chosen by assuming that substitution would be greater at lower levels in the aggregation structure in

Figure 1.  These assumptions yielded reductions in the price of the composite imports of as much as 3-

4% in some of the significant sectors.  The average reduction in the price of imports of 2.2%, which is

50% more than the price cut obtained using the simple weighted average measure in Column 4.  This

would be equivalent to a uniform external tariff of 8.6%.  The reason for this difference is that the CES

structure allows more substitution toward imports that are treated preferentially than does the simple

weighted average, which results in a larger reduction in the effective price of imports.  Column 5 shows

the results obtained if the elasticities take the values �   = .9, �   = 2, �   = 4, and �   = 8, which isi ij ijk ijkl

referred to as the low elasticity assumption.  In this case the elasticities at the country level were taken to

be one-quarter of those in the high elasticity assumption, which are closer to those typically used in CGE

models.   Under the low elasticity assumption, the tariff cut is equivalent in a reduction in the external4

tariff to a uniform value of 9.2%, which is only slightly lower than the value of 9.4% obtained with the

simple weighted average. Under either set of elasticity assumptions, the effects on import prices of

reducing tariffs on MERCOSUR members is much smaller than that obtained from a complete

elimination of tariffs.

Table 2 shows that the tariff cut for NAFTA would be more significant, with the simple average

tariff falling to 8.3%.  The effects of entry into NAFTA are more evenly distributed across import

categories than are the MERCOSUR cuts, with most of the average tariff rates still exceeding 7% under

NAFTA.  In only two of the product categories does the average tariff under NAFTA fall below 5%. 

However, the effect on the average tariff rate is more significant  because of the larger trade volume with

NAFTA countries.   The average drop in import prices using the simple weighted average is 2.5 %

(Column 4).   Using the CES aggregation, the cut is equivalent to 3.62% using the higher elasticity

assumption in Column 6, and 2.8% under the lower under the lower elasticity assumption.   These are

equivalent to reductions in the uniform external tariff to 7% and 8% respectively.
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Table 3 shows the effects of the respective tariff cuts on the tariff revenue per dollar of

expenditure on import good i, t .  Column 2 shows the value in the initial situation, where the uniformi

external tariff of 11% yields a value of  t = (0.11/1.11) = .099.  Columns 3 and 4 show the effect on

average tariff rates of elimination of tariffs on MERCOSUR countries under the low and high values for

the elasticity of substitution, respectively.  For the low value, the values of t for the major categories falli

in the range of 7-9%, with the simple weighted average across all sectors equaling 8.2%.  Under the high

assumption regarding elasticities of substitution, many of the tariff rates are in the 5-8% range and the

average falls to 7.1%.  Average tariff rates for entry into NAFTA were lower than those for

MERCOSUR, with the average rate falling to 7.1 % under the low elasticity assumption and 5.4% under

the high elasticity assumption. 

One interesting point to note regarding these calculations is that when tariff cuts are preferential,

the uniform tariff equivalents of the t  and �  are not the same.  To see this, consider imports of coali i

under NAFTA.  Using the high elasticity assumption, Table 2 shows that entry into NAFTA results in a

6.5% reduction in the price of coal imports (i.e. � = 0.937).  Since a cut in the uniform tariff from .11 to

� yields a value of � = (1+ �)/1.11, a value of � = .937 translates to a new uniform tariff of 4 % (i.e. � = 

(.937)(1.11) - 1  = .04).   Table 3 shows that this cut yields an average tariff of 2.7% per dollar of

imports, which is equivalent to a uniform external tariff of  (2.7/(1 -.027)) = 2.77%.  Similar calculations

for the other import categories indicate that the uniform tariff equivalents of the t  are consistently lessi

than those of the � .  i

A possible explanation for this example can be seen using a simple example in which there are

only two source countries for an imported good, and there is no substitutability between source countries. 

Letting �  be the share of imports from country i (i = 1,2), the value of the import price index for this casei

will be  , where a 0 superscript denotes the initial tariff rate.  Note
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in particular that for given initial tariff rates this index depends only on the import-weighted average

value of the new tariffs (denoted ), and not on the variance of the rates.  The average tariff rate will

be   .  Since �/ (1+�) is a concave function of �, it follows from

Jensen's inequality that t(�  , � ) �  .  This shows that the value calculated using the actual tariff1 2

data will be lower than that calculated using the trade-weighted average tariff  when the tariff cut is not

uniform, which means that the measure t depends on the variance of tariff rates even when the elasticity

of substitution is 0.  For cases in which � > 0 this comparison becomes more complicated, because � is

no longer linear in �.  However, the calculations above suggests that the direction of the bias continues to

hold for Chile in this case as well.  This highlights the fact that calculation of the price index for imports

is not sufficient for calculating the average tariff rate when tariffs are not uniform.  It also suggests that

the failure to use the tariff line data could result of overestimates of average tariff rates, if these average

tariffs are estimated using the average price reduction on imported goods resulting from a tariff cut.  

Two general conclusions emerge from the values of the � and t calculated for Chile.  First, thei i

effect of eliminating tariffs on imports from NAFTA countries is more significant than the effect of

eliminating tariffs on MERCOSUR countries.  Second, the effect of these reductions was more

significant under the high elasticity assumption than under the low elasticity assumption.  This result held

for both measures of tariff reductions.  

II. The General Equilibrium Model of the Domestic Economy

In this section we present a simple general equilibrium model to use with the aggregated tariff
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indices calculated in the previous section, and use this model to calculate the impact of the tariff changes

on factor prices, consumption levels, and welfare in Chile.  The objective in formulating this general

equilibrium model is to make the model sufficiently rich that it is capable of capturing the effects of tariff

changes on consumption decisions and resource allocation between production sectors, while keeping the

model simple enough that it can be calculated on an EXCEL spreadsheet.  The specification of the model

presented here is based on the data used for the case of Chile, but the formulation can easily be adjusted

to allow greater or lesser detail as dictated by the availability of data.  The data for domestic production

was obtained from the input/output table for Chile for 1986, which contained data on the value of output,

labor input, domestically produced intermediate inputs, and imported intermediate inputs for domestic

production sectors.  Data on domestic consumption by sector was also available, with consumption

broken down between domestic and imported goods.  This data was used to parameterize a specific

factors general equilibrium model of the production structure. 

A. The Model

In this section we present a general equilibrium production model for the domestic economy.  We

will divide the domestic production sector into two types of goods: traded and non-traded goods.  Let IT

denote the total number of traded goods sectors, and I the number of non-traded goods sectors.  For non-N

traded goods, all output is sold in the domestic market and the price of output will be endogenously

determined by equating local production to domestic demand.  For traded goods, output can be sold in

the domestic market and the world market.  We will assume that the price of traded goods sold in the

world market is exogenously given, but that the price of traded goods sold in the domestic market is

endogenously determined because exports and domestic sales are imperfect substitutes.  

For each sector i, output (Y ) is produced using labor (L ), capital (K ) and intermediate inputsi i i

from sectors j (X , j � N,T).   Capital is assumed to be sector-specific, so that K  is exogenously given inij i
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each sector, while labor is assumed to be mobile between sectors.  The production function for each

sector is assumed to take the CES form, and is given by 

    (7a)

where the parameters b are technological parameters reflecting the productivity of a unit of input j and �ji i

is the elasticity of substitution between inputs.  For inputs from non-traded goods sectors j, the input

consists entirely of domestically produced goods.  For inputs from traded goods sectors j, the

intermediate input X is a composite good made up of imported goods, X , and domestically producedji mji

goods, X , according to the relationshipdji

    

                        (7b)

 For sectors where traded goods are produced, the output may be sold either in the domestic market, Y ,di

or exported to the world market, Y .  We assume that domestic and export sales are imperfect substitutesxi

from the firm's point of view, so that for firms producing traded goods the output Y  is a composite goodi

representing the combination of domestic and export sales, 

                           (7c)

Imperfect substitutability between domestic sales and export sales can arise due to differences in quality

or product characteristics between goods sold to domestic and foreign consumers, or because of

transportation and packaging costs required for export sales.   

Consumer's preferences are assumed to be represented by a CES utility function 
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(8a) 

where a   are taste parameters and �   is the elasticity of substitution in consumption for final goods.  Fori C

traded goods, it is assumed that imports are imperfect substitutes for domestically produced goods in the

same sector.  The consumption of a traded good, D   for i � T, is a composite good defined to be i

(8b)

where D (D ) is the consumption of imported (domestically produced consumption goods), a (a ) ismi di mi di

the taste parameter for imported (domestic) consumption goods, and � is the elasticity of substitutionCi

between imported and domestically produced consumption goods in sector i.  By setting � > � weCi C

obtain a greater degree of substitutability between domestically produced goods and imported goods in

the same sector than between goods from different sectors.   Consumption levels are chosen to maximize

the utility function (8), subject to the constraint that the level of expenditure, E,  not exceed the income

of households.  This yields the budget constraint  

                  (9)

where the aggregate household income is the sum of factor incomes (earnings of sector-specific capital

and labor), borrowing, and tariff revenue.  The tariff rates t in (9) are the tariff rates for the compositei

imports derived from the tariff line aggregation in Section I, while r  is the rental on a unit of capital ini

sector i and w is the wage rate.  The supplies of sector-specific capital and labor are taken as exogenously

given, as is the level of borrowing.    

The prices of exports from the home country traded goods producers, p  for i � T, the price ofxi
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imported inputs purchased by N firms and T firms, and the price of imported consumption goods are all

taken as exogneously given by the small country assumption.  The prices traded goods sold in the

domestic market and the price of non-traded goods will be determined endogenously, as will the returns

to the domestic factors of production.  We will briefly describe the equilibrium conditions for the

domestic factor markets and goods markets which are solved as part of the spreadsheet model.  The

complete derivation of the market-clearing conditions from the maximization problems of firms and

households is presented in the Appendix.  

The linkage between the goods markets and factor markets is shown in Figure 2, which illustrates 

a case in which there is only a single traded good sector, T, and a single non-traded sector, N.  Consider

first the factor markets. In the labor market, the fixed stock of labor must be allocated between

employment in traded and non-traded goods sectors.  Let L (w,p,��, K ) denote the demand for labor ini i

sector i, which is derived from cost minimization problem of the firm given the wage rate, stock of

sector-specific capital, the vector of prices of domestic goods (p) and the vector of prices of imported

goods (��).  The equilibrium condition requires that the sum of the sectoral demands equal the

endowment of labor, L.

(10)

Since capital is sector-specific and fixed in supply, its return can be determined from the zero profit

conditions of the firm.  Given output price and the prices of intermediate inputs and labor, the return to

capital will be determined by the condition that price equal unit cost of production.  These conditions can

be expressed as 

                   (11)



�
j�N,T

Xdij

Di(p,��,U) � �
j�N,T

Xij(p,��,w,Kj) � Yi(p,��w,Ki)

Ddi(p,��,U) � �
j�N,T

Xdij(p,��,w,Kj) � Ydi(p,��w,Ki)
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Next consider the goods markets.  The demand for non-traded good i comes from the household 

demand for i as consumption goods, D , and the sum over production sectors j of demand for i as an input i

.  Sector j's demand function for intermediate inputs from sector i are derived from the cost-

minimization problem of the firm, X (w,p,��, K ).  The supply of the non-traded good is similarlyij j

obtained from the optimization of firms in sector i, Y (w,p,��, K ).   The (Hicksian) demand functions fori i

the non-traded good for final consumption is derived from the consumer optimization problem, D (p,��,i

U), where U is aggregate utility.  Combining these behavioral relations, we obtain the market-clearing

condition for non-traded goods sector i to be  

for i � N    (12a)

A similar market-clearing conditions exists for domestic sales of traded goods, except that we allow for

substitutability between domestic goods and imports in consumption and intermediate demand, and for

substitution between domestic sales and export sales in production.  The market-clearing condition for

this case will be   

for i � T    (12b)

In summary, equations (10)-(12) yield 2(I  + I ) + 1 market-clearing conditions.  These equationsN T

contain  2(I + I ) + 2 unknowns:  the I  prices of non-traded goods, I  prices of domestic traded goodsN T N T

output, I + I returns to sector-specific capital,  the wage rate, and the level of aggregate utility.  TheT N

remaining condition is obtained by noting that for the utility function (8), the level of aggregate utility is
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equal to expenditure deflated by a price index,

E = � U (13)C

where � is the price index associated with the CES utility function.  Substituting this condition in theC

budget constraint (9) yields the last equation.

Now suppose that there is trade liberalization, which lowers the prices of imported consumption

and intermediate goods.  At the initial equilibrium prices and utility level, consumers substitute away

from domestically produced goods and toward imported goods, which would reduce final goods demand

and tend to create excess supply of traded and non-traded goods in (12).  Also, the reduction in the price

of imported inputs will raise the supply of domestically produced goods at initial prices, which also tends

to create excess supply in (12).  However, the effect of the tariff reduction on the demand for domestic

goods as intermediates is ambiguous: the increasing scale of domestic production will tend to raise

intermediate demand, but the lower price of imports will result in substitution away from domestically

produced inputs and toward imported inputs.  In the labor market, the reduction in tariffs on imported

goods will raise the profitability of production at fixed output prices, which raises the demand for labor. 

Prices of domestic factors and goods will adjust to eliminate the disequilibrium created by the trade

liberalization.  

It is clear that the direction of the change in prices of domestic goods and factors cannot be

determined a priori.  For example, the above discussion suggested that the excess demand for labor at

initial prices would put upward pressure on the wage rate.  However, if the price of domestic goods

declines, as seems likely if the domestic goods are good substitutes for imports, the demand for labor will

be reduced.  Thus, wages and goods prices could either rise or fall in the final equilibrium.  The

discussion of the model does suggest several factors that are likely to affect the magnitude of the price

changes.  First, markets with greater levels of imports for final consumption and directly competing

imported intermediates are likely to experience declines in prices, since there will be greater substitution
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away from domestic goods.  This will also reduce the returns to owners of specific factors in these

sectors, because of the decline in output price.  Second, prices are also likely to fall in sectors where

significant levels of imported inputs are used, because the reduction in production cost will increase

supply.  In these sectors specific factor owners will increase incomes, though, because the cost of inputs

declines relative to the price of output.  In this case imports will be a complement to domestic production

rather than a substitute.  Third, the impact on domestic prices is likely to be larger the greater is the

elasticity of substitution between domestic goods and imported goods.  Finally, the impact on prices is

likely to be small when there is a significant level of exporting and a high elasticity of substitution

between domestic sales and export sales.  

We now turn to a parameterization of the model for the case of Chile, to illustrate how a

preferential tariff reduction affects domestic prices once equilibrium has been restored in all markets.  
B. Simulation Results for Chile

The domestic production data for Chile contained information on 69 domestic production sectors

for Chile.  Of these sectors, 41 produce traded goods and 28 sectors produce non-traded goods. In order5

to economize on the number of endogenous variables and allow the equilibrium to be calculated on an

EXCEL spreadsheet, the 69 production sectors were further aggregated into a total of 9 domestic

production sectors.  These 9 sectors are listed in Table 4, along with summary statistics indicating the

relative size, labor intensity, and trade pattern for the respective industries.  The first 6 sectors produce

traded goods.  Of these traded goods, the trade data suggests that Chile has comparative advantage in the

first three sectors: mining, agriculture, and food products.  Exports in each of these sectors represent at

least 10% of output, and imports make up an insignificant share of local consumption.  The mining sector

alone accounts for more than half of all exports, primarily from copper.  These exportable sectors

represent slightly more than a quarter of value added.  

The next three sectors traded goods sectors, textiles, machinery, and other manufacturing, are

primarily import-competing sectors.  Imports in the latter two groups account for more than three-
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quarters of total imports.  These sectors differ quite substantially in their factor usage, so the impact of

trade liberalization may well differ substantially across these sectors.  Textiles are the most labor-

intensive of these sectors, and use primarily unskilled labor.  The machinery sector contains a number of

high tech industries, while the other manufacturing sector is quite capital-intensive.  The final three

sectors represent non-traded goods: energy, services, and domestic transport.  These sectors also differ

substantially in factor usage, with energy being the most capital-intensive sector and services the most

labor-intensive sector of all the 9 sectors.   

The solutions for the wage rate and non-traded goods prices in the full simulation model are

reported in Tables  5 and 6.  Table 5 reports the solutions for the wage rate and non-traded goods prices

for NAFTA and MERCOSUR tariff cuts under the assumption that the elasticity of substitution between

domestically produced goods and imports is 2.  The first column reports the effect of MERCOSUR tariff

cuts using the high values for the elasticity of substitution between imports from different countries.  

Since all prices and the wage rate are unity in the initial situation, the solutions for this case reflect a

decline in the wage rate of approximately .7%.  Note that the numeraire in this exercise is the export

price of traded goods, which is equal to unity throughout the simulation.  Since consumer prices fall by

approximately 1 percent, this results in a small increase in the real wage.  The domestic prices of the

import-competing goods showed the largest decline among the domestic sectors, with reductions of 1-

1.6%.  Non-traded goods fell by approximately 1%, while prices of exportables declined by about .5%. 

The smaller reduction in prices for exportables is probably due to the fact that as domestic demand

declines, exportables can be sold more readily in the world market.  The lower portion of column 1

shows the effect of MERCOSUR on sectoral employment and capital returns under the high between-

country elasticity assumption.  The primary loser from liberalization is the textile sector, where capital

owners experience a loss in return of 1.6%.  The mining sector is the primary gainer, with an increase in

return of 1.27%.  The major import-competing sectors and some of the non-traded goods sectors lose
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employment, and there seems to be a tendency for the more labor intensive sectors (as identified in Table

4) to experience larger losses.  Overall, tariff preferences for MERCOSUR countries results in a small 

loss in aggregate welfare (-.168 %).

The second column reports simulation results for the case in which the elasticity of substitution

between source countries takes the low value.  In this case the loss in tariff revenue and aggregate

welfare is smaller than in the high elasticity case, which could be interpreted as resulting from less trade

diversion when the elasticity of substitution is lower.  The price effects of liberalization are also lower in

this case, although the pattern of sectoral impacts is the same.  

The third and fourth columns report results for Chile's entry into NAFTA.  The declines in

consumer prices and tariff revenue are slightly larger than for the case of MERCOSUR, which is

consistent with the conclusion of Section I that NAFTA would result in greater reductions in prices of

importable and greater declines in average tariff rates. The major difference in sectoral impacts seems to

be that agricultural and food products sectors do better under NAFTA than under MERCOSUR.  As in

the case of MERCOSUR, the welfare losses are smaller when the elasticity of substitution between

source countries is low.  

The final column of Table 5 reports the effect of a complete elimination of trade barriers.  Since

there is a uniform tariff in Chile in the initial situation, the relative prices of imports from different

countries are not affected by a movement to free trade and the result is independent of the assumption

made regarding the elasticity of substitution between source countries.  Complete elimination of trade

barriers raises the return to capital in mining by more than 5%, and causes the return to capital in textiles

to fall by 4.5%.  The directions of changes in sectoral factor returns for a movement to free trade are

generally similar to those for NAFTA, but the magnitudes are 2-3 times larger for the free trade case.  

Table 6 reports results under the assumption that the elasticity of substitution between domestic

and imported goods is 4.  This higher elasticity assumption results in greater substitution toward
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imported goods as a whole as a result of tariff reductions, which can be thought of as additional trade

creation.  This results in a greater benefit from preferential liberalization, so that NAFTA results in a

very small welfare gain under the low between-source country elasticity assumption. The sectoral

impacts of trade liberalization are generally larger for this case, particularly for the machinery sector

where losses are nearly as large as those in the textile sector.    

Overall, the following conclusions emerge from this simulation concerning the effects of

NAFTA and MERCOSUR on Chile.  First, the effects of eliminating tariffs on either NAFTA or

MERCOSUR members has a very small impact on aggregate welfare, and the effect could be either

positive or negative.  The ambiguity centers around the assumptions made regarding the elasticity of

substitution between source country imports and the elasticity of substitution between domestic goods

and imports.  Increases in the former elasticity reduce the benefits obtained from preferential relationship

because they increase trade diversion, while increases in the latter elasticity raise the benefits of a

preferential relation because they increase trade creation.

Second, the impact of these trade agreements on production sectors are somewhat more

significant, and generally similar across agreements.  Under either agreement, there is some flow of labor

out of import-competing (primarily textile and machinery) and non-traded goods (services and

transportation) and into exportable (mining and food products) sectors.  The major difference between

the two agreements seems to be that NAFTA has a more favorable impact on the agricultural sector, but a

more unfavorable effect on the other manufacturing sector (primarily chemicals).  This reflects the

differences in comparative advantage of the NAFTA and MERCOSUR countries.  

Third, the sectoral effects of either of these agreements is significantly smaller than the one that

would result form a complete elimination of trade barriers.  The negative impact on the textile and

machinery sectors of free trade would be several times larger than that of either preferential agreement

(even under high assumptions regarding the degree of trade diversion), probably because of the presence
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of important suppliers in Europe and Asia that would not be part of either preferential arrangement.  

It should be emphasized that the results reported above do not include the gains to Chile

generated by improvements in the terms of trade resulting from tariff cuts in partner countries.  For the

case of NAFTA, suppose we view the US domestic price as being the world price of exports.  A

reduction in the US tariff will allow Chile to sell its exports at the US domestic price, which result in a

terms of trade improvement for Chile.  Incorporation of this effect is likely to increase the attractiveness

of NAFTA relative to MERCOSUR, given the greater size of the US market.  Effects of this type could

be incorporated by utilizing data on the tariffs faced by Chile in the partner market.  In the NAFTA case,

it would seem reasonable to model the terms of trade improvement for Chile as the amount of the

reduction in the US tariff.  For Mercosur, where Chile is likely to have a significant impact on prices in

partner countries, it would be preferable to endogenize the prices in the partner countries.  For example,

Harrison, Rutherford, and Tarr (1996) find that the effects of improved access for Chile is sufficient to

make entry into NAFTA desirable.  Their conclusions regarding the effects of entry in to MERCOSUR

(with improved market access to partner countries) were mixed, with gains arising under some elasticity

assumptions but not under others.6

III . Conclusions

This paper has presented an index for aggregating tariff data to use in the analysis of preferential

trading arrangements, and illustrated how the index can be combined with a general equilibrium model of

the domestic economy that can be run on an EXCEL spreadsheet.  The calculations for the case of Chile

suggest that the index is simple to calculate due to its recursive structure, which allows large amounts of

detailed tariff line data to be aggregated to be used with domestic production data which is only available

at a much more aggregated level.  It was also found that results using the tariff aggregators may differ

substantially from those obtained using simple averages of tariff reductions.  For example, the reductions

in import prices using the index were ranged from 10-30% larger than those calculated using a simple
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average of tariffs, depending on the assumptions made regarding elasticity of substitution between source

countries.  Furthermore, there were substantial differences between the uniform tariff rate equivalent of

the import price reduction and the uniform tariff rate equivalent of the average tariff rate for industries. 

This means that ignoring the information available in tariff line data could result in a substantial

overestimate of the average tariff rate on imports when a preferential reduction is made.  

The use of this tariff index data in the spreadsheet model for Chile indicated that it is possible to

set up a general equilibrium model using 9 domestic sectors with a CES specification of technology and

preferences that can be solved easily on an EXCEL spreadsheet.  The spreadsheet model produced

plausible results concerning the effects of trade liberalization on domestic goods prices and factor

returns, and indicated that the welfare effects of the proposed trade agreements would have aggregate

welfare consequences.  In particular, the direction of welfare change depends on elasticities of 

substitution that correspond approximately to notions of trade creation and trade diversion.

The results of this work suggest several directions in which the work might be extended.  First,

the tariff index could be extended to incorporate the role of quantitative restrictions.  If data on the initial

tariff-equivalents of quantitative restrictions are available, then the initial levels of restrictions can be

calculated using the index.  However, these levels of protection will change in response to changes in the

level of protection of other goods, because the domestic price of imported goods is endogenous for a

small country in the presence of quantitative restrictions.  Further work exploring ways in which this

endogeneity could be incorporated into the index would be useful.

Second, it would be useful to be able to link spreadsheet calculations for different countries in

order to be able to endogenize some of the prices.  For example, in the MERCOSUR case it would be

useful to be able to solve for some prices within MERCOSUR countries as part of the calculations, since

Chile's size relative to these countries may be sufficient to have an impact on prices in these markets. 

Finally, the general equilibrium model makes a specific factors assumption regarding domestic capital.  It
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would be useful to consider the effects on domestic production of allowing reallocation of capital

between industries over time.  Presumably, this would lead to larger effects of trade liberalization on the

composition of domestic production, and possibly also to larger welfare effects of liberalization.   
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1.Corden (1984) provides a survey of the customs union literature, and documents a number of attempts
to identify concepts of "trade creation" and "trade diversion" in specific trade models.

2.The year 1986 was chosen because it is the most recent year for which a comprehensive input/output
table for the Chilean economy was available.  The trade data for 1986 was used because it was
compatible with the input/output data.  

3.  At the tariff line level, there are likely to be zero imports from many countries.  This is handled by
setting b = 0 or q = � for countries that are not sources of supply.  In this case, we must have theij ij

elasticity of substitution greater than 1 to yield a positive value of Z . i

.The assumptions regarding � and � were held constant for the low elasticity and high elasticityi ij

assumptions.  These elasticities refer to substitution between products from different sub-industries
categories, and these values were chosen to be consistent with the assumptions made regarding
substitution between products in the domestic production model.

.  The industry classification used in the Chilean input/output system did not correspond exactly to those
used in SITC classifications, so it was not possible to match exactly some of the sectors in the
input/output table with those in the trade data.  To deal with this problem, several sectors in the Chilean
data were aggregated to make them compatible with SITC classifications.  For example, it could not
determined how the SITC classifications of chemical products should be divided between the "chemical
products" and "other chemical products" industries in Chilean data.  Therefore, the industries were
combined into a single chemical products industry.  This process reduced the total number of traded
goods sectors from 47 to 41.  A check on the quality of the match between trade data and the production
data was available by comparing the allocation of imports across sectors in the trade data with that
reported in the input/output tables.  The results indicated a very close association between trade shares
using the trade data and that using the input/output tables.  

. Harrison, Rutherford, and Tarr (1996) utilize a global general equilibrium model to calculate the effect
of Chile's entry into various forms of preferential trading arrangements.  In the case where Chile does not
obtain preferred access to partner markets, they reach a similar conclusion to the results of this paper
regarding Chile's entry into Mercosur or Nafta.  They find losses for entry into either arrangement, with
the magnitudes being somewhat larger than those found in this paper.  The larger magnitude of losses
appears to be related to their assumption of higher elasticities of substitution between products from
different countries.  Their high elasticity assumption uses a value of 30, which is substantially higher
than existing econometric estimates, and might be interpreted as a long run elasticity of substitution.  

Endnotes


